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Three things sre nppded for neutron interferometry
experiments • an interferometer (a crystal in the csse of
Brass diffraction interferometra) •> s neutron source* end a
device to select and handle the neutrons that shall DP used.
In this report this last* essentially technical aspect of
neutron interferometry will be discussedr using as an
example the new diffractometer for neutron interferometry
that is being built at the I.L.L. For its design and
construction the experience could be used that h3s been
gathered during some years' operation of a prototype version
(Bauspiessf Bonse & Rauch»1976f Rauchr Badurek» Bauspiess*
Bonse 8 Zeilinser»1976f Badurek* Rauch* Zeilingerr Bauspiess
S Bonse»197&» Bauspiess»l?77). The new diffractometer»
called D18r will be working in the near futurei and will be
then available to "external1 users» who wish to do neutron
interferometry but do not have a high flux reactor.

We can not yet present any . results of performance
testsr but have to display its characteristics ss they are
visible from the design. Experimental figures presented in
this report refer to experiments with the prototype machine?
or are extrapolations from those experiments.

1* INSTRUMENT POSITION AND BEAM PATH THROUGH THE INSTRUMENT

The diffractometer will be placed at the first position
of a neutron guide. Of the total height of the guide
(20 cm) the lower third (more accurately t 5.5 cm) is
available to the instrument. The guide (ILL name : H25)
has a horizontal curvature of 19 kirn the width of the guide
is 3 cm» and its characteristic ("cutoff"-) wavelength is
calculated to be A =1.5 A*. The neutron flux at the end of
this guide has been calculated to be (Ageron?1972) J

Experiments indicate a somewhat lower (ca. 1/3 of the
calculated) value* As the upper part of the guide is passed
on to other instrumentst the interferometer cannot be placed
in direct line with the guide. Insteadr a fore crystal is
used to deflect part of the beam towards the interferometer
position (FiS.l).

This fore crystal will in most cases be 3 Silicon
crystal» with lattice Planes oriented parallel to those of
the interferometer* in order to use most efficiently the
neutron intensity available in that -small volume in k-space
that can be accepted by the interferometer.
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beam path within the diffrsctometer t
IS neutron guide»2* fore cryst3lf3{ interferometer»
4>5t neutron detectors of o- and h-beam»
6\ intermediate <Ge-Si-bicrystal-> munochramatorf
7{ protection shield

In the interferometer the beam is coherently split up
into two partial beams I and lit and recombined by
successive Bragg reflections. The intensity behind the
interferometer? which contains the information of the
relative phase of the beams I and II» is recorded in two
neutron detectors. The sum intensity counted by both
detectors is expected to be of the order of

i. S'n iO^rt/cm1 s for a neutron wavelength of 28.

The divergence of the neutron beam within the guide
tea. 10 min of arc for 2S-rieutrons) t together with the
chosen fore crystal reflection (hkl) determines a certain
wavelength band that is passed on to the interferometer.

A narrowina of this band is often necessary for exact
wavelength definitionr partly because the spectrum has been
found to be very inhomogeneousr partly because the
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measurements at high orders of interference (Rsuch? Badurek?
Bauspiess? Bonse & Zeilinger?1976) or the use of dispersive
samples (Graeff? Bauspiess? Bonse & Rauch?1978) reouire a
certain decree of monochromacy.

For such narrowing of the wavelength spectrum a
groove-shaped perfect crystal with a lattice constant
different from that of the fore crystal can be inserted in
the beam path between fore crystal and interferometer (as
•intermediate" monochromator). One cam for example? use a
Ge crystal with the same orientation as the (Si-) fore
crystal? reducing the wavelength band to widths in the order
of 4%4o~1 in AX/A (Bauspiess? Bonse X Graeff ? 1977).

The determination of the neutron wavelength (will be
done by using the interferometer crystal as a spectrometer?
comparing the positions of different Bragg reflections.

2. PRINCIPAL DIFFRACTOMETER COMPONENTS

The use of several perfect crystals in the instrument
reouires high stability of the crystal orientation with
respect to each other. Especially the rotation about the
vertical <©-) axis has to be controlled? as the width of
the rocking curves is of the order of seconds of arc.

Each crystal has also to be aligned about the
horizontal axis parallel to the reflecting lattice planes?
otherwise the interferometer will not accept all of the beam
height? or? in the case of the intermediate monochromator?
the centre wavelength will change over the height of the
beam.

To achieve the stability reouired? the goniometer units
carrying the crystals are mounted onto a common steel beam -
a "neutron-" optical bench (Fig.2).

The distance between fore crystal and interferometer is
2 m? to leave sufficient place for collimators? beam
polarizers? etc.? as well ss for 30 cm of protection shield
around the fore crystal.

Each goniometer unit allows alignment of the crystal
mounted onto it about all three axes? with a resolution of
1/200 degree? given by the increment of the stepping motors.
Additionally? the interferometer - goniometer and that for
the intermediate monochromator contain a high - resolution
©-drive? with step resolution of -f-Tx-fO"'3 and 2fc-f0"1

seconds of arc? respectively. The fore crystal and the
interferometer can also be translated in the horizontal
plane? with a displacement increment of
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schematic drawing of D18 diffractometer

1* neutron 3uide* 2* fore crystal aoniometerr
3J Goniometer for bxcrustal monochromatorf
4J interferometer Goniometerf 5»6« neutron
detectors for o- and h- besmr
7t diffractometer bench? 8J vibration isolation
sprinas* 9: platform^ 10* rail* 11* X-rau tuber
12: X-rau dectector
sample table* diff ractoineter support* and
fore crystal shielding are not shown*
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The diffrsctometer is suspended from an iron
construction which? in turn? rests on 3 platform. This
platform can be rotated about the fore crystal axis* to
allow the variation of the scattering anale of the fore
crystal (i.e. variation of neutron wavelength or reflection
index hkl ).

The heavy neutron detectors are not connected directly
to the diffrsctometerr but slso rest on the platform* where
they can be rotated about an axis concentric to the
interferometer axis*

A horizontal Goniometer is provided to carry the sample
holder and other sample related eauipment. This goniometer
is fixed ( 20 cm above the beam level) to the same iron
construction from which the diffractometer is suspended.
Manual adjustment of the rotation axis is possible.

3. VIBRATIONAL AND THERMAL ISOLATION OF THE DIFFRACTOMETER

It is known that the neutron interferometer decreases
rapidly its performance in the presence of vibrations
(Bauspiess* Bonse & R3uch*1976» Bauspiess»1977>. The cause
of this effect is the finite flight time of the neutron
through the interferometer. There are two contributions of
3ppro>cim3tively eoual importance J the Boppler shift of
neutron energy due to Bragg reflection at 3 moving crystal*
and the neutron wave phase shift due to the shift of the
crystal lattice. One can show that the overall apparent
phase shift is given by

where a is the acceleration* "a the reciprocal lattice vector
< Ipl -Itrftt )* and to is the flight time of a neutron
between two interferometer plates. This estimate is valici
for low freauencies (< 1 kHz)* and in that region
independent of frenuenca* For neutrons with a wavelength of
2ft and an interferometer with plate distsnces of 30 mm* the

due to
a- -fO-'y. )

if it shall not influence the interference contr3st.

2ft and an interferometer with plate distances of 3
time of flight is 16.8/is* so that the acceleration
vibrations has to be kept below I a J = <)emj"1 ( &•

At the beam position of the instrument there exist high
level vibration amplitudes on the around floor* with a main
component of 25 Hz* presumably from the compressors of the
nearby tritium extraction plant. An isolation from these
vibrations is necessary.

As a possible solution* we chose the suspension of the
diffractometer by means of <3) Ions springs* yielding a
proper freauency of 0.7 Hz* together with a damping system
based on the immersion of rigid plates in a viscous medium.

It should be mentioned here th3t also those vibrations
have to be controlled that are generated on the
diffractometer bench itself* such 3s excitations by stepping
motors or flexibly mounted large masses that can act as
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vibration amplifiers. For this reason a special
current-controlled motor drive unit has been developed
(Falaise»1977>.
Under certain conditions even acoustical vibration coupling
has been observed•

Due to the suspension by springs* the position of the
diffractometer highly depends on the load distribution on
the bench* Therefore* the upper suspension points of the
springs can be moved UP or dounr controlled in a feedback
loop by linear displacement sensors* monitoring the
horizontality of the diffractometer bench.

Besides the vibrational isolation good thermal
stability is another "environmental' reauirement for a
successful operation of the instrument. Even with accurate
mechanical design and manufacture* the 1/100 - second of
arc stability of the different components can only be
maintained if thermal gradients on the diffractometer bench
are carefully avoided. In addition* ctuick changes in
ambient temperature around the interferometer ( as they are
caused by air currents) may cause distortion of the
interferometer crystal? which can induce a time - dependent
fringe pattern in the interfering beams» leading to a
decrease in interference . contrast* even if the position
within the rocking curve is not changed.

As an active temperature control is difficult to do
in the presence of large masses of concrete shielding - and
is also liable to create permanent small local temperature
fluctuations* we decided upon a thermal isolation only* The
experimental site as a whole is enclosed with walls covered
with glass fiber plates* so that the temperature inside this
'cabin* follows slowly the outside temperature* but Quick
changes are suppressed* above all the 24 - hour temperature
cycle. Preliminary experiments with the prototype
diffractometer yielded drift values of 1 second of arc per
day* and we think that this figure can still be improved*

4. NEUTRON DETECTORS AND MONITORS

The two main detectors* looking at the interfering
beams that leave the interferometer* are cylindrical 3He -
detectors with a window at one end of the cylinder* The
detectors are filled with * He at 3 bar pressure* their
length is 10 cm* the diameter is 5 cm.

The monitoring of the neutron beam cannot use
conventional neutron monitors* such as fission chambers*
because of the low intensity reflected from the (perfect)
fore crystal. One must 3lso be very careful about placing
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any scatterer in the beam path between fore crystal and
interferometer* because even neutron? scattered at very low
angles will no longer be accepted by the interferometer.

For the new instrument there are several monitoring
methods plannedf each of them has certain advantages :

1. In the standard monitoring modef 20% of the beam will be
shielded from the interferometer. This region will*
instead* be used by a small (1 cm diameter* 8 bar
pressure) *He detector* monitoring the intensity
reflected from the fore crystal.

2. Another method of monitoring will use one of the
•psrasitary' beams of the interferometer* i.e. one of
the beams that has undergone only one Bragg reflection.
The intensity for the monitor will be lower* but the
full beam height can be used for the interfering beams.
Moreover* a possible decrease in intensity due to a
drift off the centre of the rocking curve is accounted
for by the monitor.

3. Finally* one can use the sum intensity of the two main
detectors as a monitor? and later on evaluate the
difference count rate only, This* of course* is only
possible when both detectors "see" exactly the same
parts of the beam cross section.

Alternatively* the methods 1. and 2. can also be used
to check the crystal alignment by detecting any drift off
the peak of the rocking curve.

5. X-RAY EQUIPMENT

An X-ray tube (Mo - anode) is mounted near the fore
crystal* and can be rotated around it. the X-ray beam will
mainly be used for the stabilisation of the Si - Ge -
bicrystal monochromator (Bauspiess* Bonse & Graeff* 1977)» by
monitoring the parallelity of the (Si-) base crystal with
respect to the fore crystal* so that the angle between the
(Ge-) groove and the fore crystal is constant and only
defined by the angle under which the groove is glued to the
base crystal.

Because of the narrow spectral width of the X-ray line*
it can also be used as a wavelength reference* either for
calibration of the instrument* or when operating the
interferometer in a dispersive setting with respect to the
fore crystal, the high voltage for the X-rsy tube is
supplied by a voltage- and current- controlled X-ray
generator* with a maximum power of 2.4 kW.
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instrument control elements
M1..M25 I motor drive units*
C1..C25 (not drawn) I absolute encoders*
XI..X4 I sealer systems with program selectable inputs
0 J OR - Sate for sum intensity of neutron detectors*
Goniometer element identifiers t
TP { rotation of platformt TNir TN2 i rotation of
neutron detectorsT
TG J rotation* XG*ZG ' horizontal and vertical trans-
lation of X-ray tube*
TM : rotation about vertical axis* XMfYM t translationr
KMfRM 5 rotation about horizontal axes of fore crystal*
TBJrotation about vertical awis <hi2h resolution)*
XB J translation* KBrRB ' rotation about horizontal
a:<es of bicrystal monochrorriator*
TXB * rotation of X-ray detector*
TIC*TIF ' coarse and hislh-resolution rotation about
vertical axis* XI*YI t translation* KI»RI ! rotation
about horizontal axes of interferometer*
TX1* TX2 * auxiliary Goniometers concentric to the
inte rfe romete r *
TS * rotation of sample

8
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6.0 INSTRUMENT CONTROL AND DATA ACQUISITION

In view of the sensitivity of the diffractometer
towards any disturbances from outsider a control system has
been designed to allow a maximum of remotely controllable
functions while maintaining high flexibility in instrument
configuration (Fig.3)«
Each of the 25 motors has got its own control unity andr
apart from the high-resolution drives* the position of
each Goniometer element can be read by an absolute linear or
angular encoders
There exist 4 independent sealer systems < 1 masterr 2 slave
sealers each)? the input sources to these counters can be
program selected•
Two of the sealer systems will be used for the continuous
alignment check of the interferometer and (optionally) of
the intermediate monochromatorf in a feedback loop with the
corresponding high-resolution ©-drive motors.

All these control elements are linked together by a
Motorola 6800 microprocessor. This ju.P contains in its
memory the necessary driver routines as well as status
tables and software limits for each goniometer element.

The commands for the^aP can be entered at different
levels* in order to allow full use of the instrument
flexibility}

2.

via the front panel of the control cabinet. Each motor
and encoder is addressable by pushbuttons» the step
freouency can be varied manually* single step mode is
possible. The reading of an encoder is displayed on an
80-character alphanumeric display each time the
corresponding button is pressed.

vis 3 SILENT 300 terminal. A simple control language
has been developed to address single unitst to select
the configuration of a sealer system? to initialise a
stabilisation 1OOP?_ etc.? an example is given in Fig«4.
The Silent terminal is eauipped with a dual cassette
tape driver one of the cassettes may contain a seauenee
of commandsr while data will be recorded on the other.

\
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*PVI
*PIN
*POS
*LCQ

#DVO

*PEC

tcou
*LEC

Ml
Ml
Ml
Cl

XI

XI

XI
XI

positioning a motor I

20
-1200
S

3

select velocity of motor Ml
preset step count for motor Ml
start motor Ml
read encoder Cl (corresponds
to motof Ml)* contents will be
displayed on the terminal

starting a sealer system »

2 2

100000

S

further
of the

select inputs for sealer system XI I
channel 3 of preset unit* channel 2
of slav'e sealer 1* and channel 2 of
slave s,caler 2
set pjfeset count of master sealer
of sealer system XI
start sealer system XI
output contents of slave sealers
of sealer system XI on the terminal

commands for • cassette - I/0» definition
configuration and start of a scan or

a stabilisation loop

Fig.4

sample command seauence for direct control
of the microprocessor

as an •intelligent interface' to a MICRO 1 computer
(built around a LSI 11 - microcomputer card). This
computer will facilitate user - programmed instrument
control* as it allows Fortran-level programming and text
editing in a foreground/background operating system.
Data output will still be onto the cassette of the
Silent terminal.

The cassette tape written by the Silent can then be
read by a similar machine* connected to the ILL's central
PDP10 computer* for data format conversion* reduction*
analysis* or transfer to IBM-format magnetic tapes.

The diffractometer exists already - manufactured by the
Institut fuer Physik*Universitaet Dortmund* the platform and
diffractometer suspension and the electronic control system*
both developed by the ILL services* are currently under
test* The installation is planned for the reactor shutdown
periods of June and August, 1978. We e:;pect that by the end
of this year the D18 instrument is operative.
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